Update of Appendix L Chapter I “FIA International Drivers’ Licences” - Article 5 “Qualification and conditions of issue for the Super Licence”

Dear Sir or Madam,

We would like to inform you that the Super Licence regulation was updated following the World Motor Sport Council held in June in Turin, and can be found on the FIA website at the following link: www.fia.com.

The update of the Super Licence regulations is intended to introduce the following requirements:

1. **Championship compliance**: 
   Introduction of a championship definition (minimum number of: races; tracks where the championship takes place; drivers; and compliance with the FIA International Sporting Code) to be eligible for the points system.

2. **Bonus for safe driving**: 
   An additional two bonus points for drivers participating in FIA Championships who finish the season without having been given any penalty points on their licence.

3. **Update to the points system table**: 
   - Inclusion of the Formula E Championship in the points system; 
   - Inclusion of the International V8 Supercars Championship in the points system.

The updated Super Licence regulation is applicable immediately, with retroactive effect.

We remain at your disposal for any further information you may require.

Yours faithfully,

Nuno Costa

Email: ncosta@fia.com